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2023.01 

Schedule LIVE Soul Language-Light Language Seminar 

 

Part 1 Friday evening 5pm – 9pm 

Attunement, explanation, group & individual clearing of blockages, speaking 

exercise 

 

 Attunement, introduction, explanation 

 Heart opening exercise 

 Calling light beings, guardian angels & ancestors 

 Soul language meditation to arrive & feel love 

 6.30 - 7.00pm Break 

 Soul language group meditation / energetic INTENSIVE cleansing 

 Individual clearing and cleansing of the energy fields of all participants 

 Opening of the soul language possibility individually for each participant 

 In the best case 30 - 50% participants already speak the first words, syllables, 

sounds 

 Soul language group closing talk/song/meditation 

 Transformation in the night! 

 

Part 2 Saturday 9.30am - 6.00pm 

Feedback, Clearing of Blockages, 2 Soul Language Exercises, Opening the HEART, 

Energetic Clearing of Family Issues, Projects, Objects 

 

 Heart opening exercise "Drop the Pebble 

 Calling light beings, guardian angels & ancestors 

 Short soul language meditation 

 Introduction, & feedback round, exchange of the experiences of the way home / 

night 

 Working on the topics that come up 

 11.00 - 11.15am Break 

 Forgiveness Ho oponopono & Karma resolution ritual on the topic of dark powers, 

abuse of power .... 

 12.45 - 13.45pm Lunch break 

 In the best case 50% of the participants already speak the first words, syllables, 

sounds. 

 Then groups of 2 are formed to try out speaking soul language with each other. In 

this way a lot happens to the person speaking as well as to the person being 

spoken to. 

 Individual cleansing of the energy fields of the participants for whom "nothing 

comes out yet". 

 Alternating groups of 2 or 3, speaking / singing together, being guided by the 

heart.  

 4.45 - 5.00pm Break 

 Soul language demo with YOURSELF, in front of the mirror 

 In the best case, 80 - 100% now speak the soul language, heart- & UR-language!!! 

 Soul language Group closing talk/chanting 

 6.00pm End / Transformation in the night :-) 
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Part 3 - CHIP removal, group treatment & house cleaning: Sunday 9.30 - 18.00 

Attunement, explanation CHIPS etc., 2s exercises to remove CHIP, neutralize 

inoculation etc. 

 

 Heart opening exercise 

 Calling light beings, guardian angels & ancestors 

 Short soul language meditation 

 Short exchange of experiences from the way home / night 

 Introduction, explanation CHIPS, vaccination etc. 

 11.00 - 11.15 Break 

 Alternating groups of 2, testing each other if there is a CHIP inside and practicing 

the treatment method 

 Group treatment on the thereapie couch 

 12.30 - 13.30 lunch break 

 Group treatment on the therapie couch 

 16.30 - 17.30 Exercise outside in village at church, school to change energy! 

 Love, gratitude, power, creator power, connectedness, understanding, feeling of 

unity is there in all, Whow...! 

 Thinking has given way to feeling, the HEART is now OPEN for most of the 

participants. 

 Soul language Group closing talk/song 

 18.00 End 


